HSU students turnout on cold Saturday night
in largest demonstration since Vietnam era
Tom Verdin
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HSU and South Africa might be
more than 12,000 miles apart, but

distance is a
tly no barrier to
students
ng to b
racial
gap between black and
In what was said to be ‘the largest
HSU student demonstration since the
early 1970s, about 170 protesters shunned the image of student ‘‘lacktivism’’
to protest South African apartheid on
the Arcata Plaza eas ght.
wel — a
fog rolled
off Humt
Bay
emperatures plunged
ese the “— 40s, students, faculty
ne
aaead on“i
Plaza fornea
vigil, sponsored by HSU’s Free on
Africa Movement.

‘*1’m amazed to see so many pours
turn out, especially
on a Saturday
night, to take a solid stand on solidarity with the people of South Africa,”’

Science Professor ~~ White

“It (the demonstration)is like in

South Africa in which it’s the young
who are ta
the lead.’
te and Arcata
City Councilman
Victor Green said the vigil was the
largest
demonstration
they
remembered in the area since the Vietnam War protests of the early ’70s.
“‘This proves the students aren’t
apathetic. We need to continually just
= out that people are concerned
on a
ocal level, this country, South Africa,
the world — that as are .
and united,’’ said

fee planner from pace dhe wld hehi
tions
tion for SO years. —
The demonstration
on the
Quad about 7:45 p.m. with a march of
approximately 130 students chanting
the anti
rtheid song
South Africa’’ down

|

‘‘Chant for
B, 14th and G
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Pot isn't only big drug hit
in campus residence halls
A beautiful. coastline and redwood forests are eertof Humboldt
County’s natural
beauty and attract
many people to the area.
According to many students,:
however, Humboldt’s real claim to
fame is what grows beneath the red-

woods — marijuana.
**A lot of people came up here
just for that reason. The first thing I
heard
about
this
marijuana-related,’’

Hancock,

school
was
said
Steve

English junior, who has

lived in the residence halls for three

ears
. Weslee Howell,

resident director

for Sunset and Redwood residence
halls, said marijuana use this year is
fis year but
decreased since
ere is less blatant mariieene

use,’’ she -

ana there might be

more

of

‘quieter.’ ’
Quieter drugs,
those
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she
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phetamines because the use of those
oe is Py difficult to betor than
the use of marijuanaor
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‘*Buzz’’ Webb said il-

rugs on campus

‘‘are a pro-

blem, but alcohol is the biggest proHe said an excessive use of
alcohol exists in Redwood and
Sunset halls, where students are living away from home for the first
time.
‘ Webb said many students this
year have parties “‘every Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.”’
Administrators are consideri
changing Redwood and Sunset
to non-alcoholic residence halls in
January if the problem persists,
Webb said.
Kate Fleming, a living group adviser in Redwood Hall, said use of
alcohol in the residence halls is a
ase sang but did not think probiting it was the solution.
“It would transform the role of
the LGA into a policeman. When
are restricted in their use of

Tou

admission requirements for

the California State University system

could mean problems for students
from small, rural high schools.
The new requirements, adopted by
the CSU Board of Trustees in

November 1985, call for four years of ,
English, three years of mathematics,

one year of
U.S. history or U.S.
history and government, one year of
(ales Unesnat
er oe two years of

and t hessyears 0 f
cmane
praas wind
,

og

ous

requirements,

im-

plemented in 1904, called for fous
years- of English
mathematics.

two

Other

alcohol,
they become less responsible (in their drinking),”’ she said.
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However, Poe said:-the mew. xe-

“We're trying to run a university

. here. We have to cut back,”’ he said.

“How

t is this meeting? How

does it benefit the university?”
said he is disappointed with
J

where the administration has chosen to

cut back.
**] think IP is a high-priority program. I personally would have chosen
= _ something else before this,’’ he
year
;
represented by a staff member, but
travel costs must be covered by the
ve university. The Chancellor’s
pays all
for the second
next
conducted
be
which
meeting,
this was the first year
HSU representative did not attend
meeting, Jackson said it wasn’t
first time HSU’s administration
caused ‘‘a lot of trouble’ for
“Every
Ev

year

thing,” he said. ‘*

do lo the

an
the
the
has
the

same

forget every

to include this in the budget.
ybe one day they'll remember.
“it’s a shame. The one (ACIP
meeting) in the fall is supposed to be
funded by the campus. It should be
built into the budget. The campus can’t
=

get its act together.’’
m

how the
is administered at
setting curriculum
and
CSU
and
for future programs.
was the only one of the 19 CSU
not ome.
This was the
year funds to send
a representative from HSU have been
denied, said Geography Professor Hal
Jackson, HSU’s representative to the
ACIP.
Alba Gillespie, executive assistant to
the
president
and
dean
of
undergraduate studies, said funds were

not allocated to send a campus
representative because ‘‘there doesn’t

campus

IP

said
faculty

tor of the CSU International Program
in

France

and

representative,

—

come

five-year

said

the

HSU

travel

ACIP

funds

from the president’s of-

ice.

our

year.

coordinator

and

do

recruiting,’’

ve up some of their budgeted funds,
ackson said.
However,
French
Professor
Ellsworth Pence, former resident direc-

of

that’s

any

most

Gillespie,

former

representative to the Chancellor’s Office.“*But I don’t know where the
money comes from.

university.

‘A lot of lip service is

paid to international
education as a whole.
But I don’t think we asa
campus

have

everything we
support it.’

done

can

to

—Ellsworth Pence
Former ACIP representative,
French professor

Funds to send a representative to the

ACIP meeting have only been available
if other departments were willing to

In addition,
Gillespie
said the
Undergraduate
Studies
Office
allocated funds for the meeting one

from

source for the coordinator.
**It’s too bad we didn’t go because
we

‘‘a

specific

seem to be money
where

, said it was

mistaken expectation on Jackson’s
part that the money would be going to
this meeting.”’

Wartell said he did not know where
the decision came from to refuse funds
for the representative and said, ‘‘It
could have been discussed with me, I
don’t remember,’’ adding that IP was
‘“‘not a high priority” in terms of the

With enrollment down, however,
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Michael Wartell said the university as a
whole cannot allocate as much travel

funding as it has been done in the past.

Hennessy said Friday he complained

to administrators about HSU not having a representative at the ACIP
meeting.
When asked why HSU had not sent a
representative, Wartell said, ‘‘I have

no idea what you’re talking about.”’

When told, however, of Hennessy’s
complaint ‘‘to the administration,”

Wartell said Hennessy had indeed com-

plained to him earlier that day.
“I told him to write me a letter,’’
Wartell said.
Pence said funding for a representative ‘‘has always been borne by the
university. But this year, there’s no
allowance for it.’’
Although
talks
about
the administrative reorganization of IP have
recently been an issue, Jackson doesn’t

think HSU has the resources to provide
an . ,
g Ora tle
R
**1
don’t
think we’re
enough to
do that,’’ he said.
The International Program is administered through the College of
Behavioral and Social Sciences and is
not directly allocated funds by the
university.
Prior to last year, IP was administered through the office of the
dean of graduate studies as well as the
Academic Information and Referral
Center.
Last year, some 40 HSU students applied to IP, a higher number than applied from larger CSUs such as San
Jose State and Chico State.
Pence said the program is wellorganized, but needs more support.
Even though resources are limited, the

need for reorganization exists, he said.
‘It’s a question of priorities,’’ he
said. ‘‘A lot of lip service is paid to international education as a whole. But |

don’t think we as a campus have done,
everything we can to support it.”’
Political Science Professor Gerald

Sattinger, adviser to HSU’s London
Semester Program, said there was a
‘“*huge’’
support
system
for
IP
statewide.
‘*But if you’re not going to get support out of the administration, you’re

not going to get very far,’’ he said.

The campus angle ||
Open house scheduled today
A Time and Stress Management workshop will be
offered from 3:30-5 p.m. today at the Counseling
and Psychological Services. Call 826-3236 for more
information.
A workshop to help students gain more confidence in math skills will be conducted from 1-3
p.m. today in House 71 of the Little Apartments.
A job interviewing workshop will be at 10 a.m.
today in 119 Nelson Hall East. For more information, call 826-3341.
A work
to help students find jobs is slated
for 10 a.m.
Thursday in 119 Nelson Hall East. Call
826-3341 for more informaton.
A test-taking anxiety workshop will be conducted
from 1-3 p.m. Thursday. More information is
available at the Counseling Center of Learning
Skills Lab.
Speaking Anxiety workshop series
Tuesday. Call the Counseling Center at

The Career Development Center’s open house
runs from 1-4 p.m. today.
Stopby the Center in 132 Nelson Hall West to see
their new facilities and meet their new staff
members.

National Student Exchange
The HSU National Student Exchange program
will have an information meeting at 3 p.m. Monday
in Founders Hall 152.
Students in the program can
all or part of
the next academic year at a
university in another
part of the United States without paying out-ofstate tuition.
For more information see Kathleen Mayer,
HSU’s National Student
coordinator, in

ist Hall 208 or call 826-3716.
|. .
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they

said.
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Rakfeldt said longer hours for
regular Y.E.S. House staff and
ciency has resulted from a lack of
ee
ey
The Y.E.S. House has one office

said most of the A.S. offices
‘owell said.
wag Prev po gen
who have a full $1,500
students
seek
General
ssociated Students
ystubecause the
tud
allotment
k-s
wor
ofher
said
Carlson
Manager Connie
fice has had trouble finding work- dent can work in the offices for longer
study employees. She said because periods of time before the allotment
there are more jobs listed than work- runs out.
Cowell said about 350 students have
study students to fill them, ‘“‘competi—- which are‘ae
—
—,
tion is ae
available

still

are

but

—

only

f

cial aid office, said a record number of
employers signed up to hire work-study
students this year.
J

budget
more money if you can and

savings in other areas,’

‘‘We’ve never had more than 200

must be in financial need. Cowell said
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year, but said there
ble behavior, which
crease in irr
is certainly
related to alcohol.’’
Howell said the reason for this is
probably because the majority of dorresidents this year are
ees
:
reshmen.
She said the actual number of inci-

dent reports for drinking has

because most LGAs are issuing

and talking with residents

0

warn-

for first

.

She said citations are automatically

written

on

offense

first

for

drugs,

however.
**We have been taking a hard line
. We are tending to deal with
this
a lot more readily,”’ she said.
UPD
Barbara Wallace, a psychologist at
the Student Health Center, said it is
difficult to assess what constitutes a

—Gree Wilson

rey

front page
from ued
Contin

problem when dealing with drug and
alcohol use. ©

She said alcohol may appear to be
more prevalent on campus than drugs

**We think of prohibition as a party because symptoms of use are identified
era,”’ she said.
;
easier, and moo ae are more willing to
The University Police Department’s
talk about alcohol use than drug use.
annual Crime and Activity Report
Wallace said the Counseling Center
figures show alcohol beverage control _sees approximately 125 students a year
violations, issued mostly to minors in with
g problems. She said the
ion of alcohol, increased from
number could be an_ inaccurate
violations in 1985 to 48 violations so
representation, however, because ‘‘the
far this year.
figures are basically self-reporting.’’
UPD Sgt. Dennis Sousa said these
UPD Dispatcher John Parrish said

violations were issued mostly
around Redwood and Sunset

attributed
or

the increase

in part

in and
halls. He

to a

crackdown around the residence

10 narcotic citations in
UPD issued
1985 and has written 12 so far this
year.
‘*But you can add about 12 more for
Lumberjack Days,’’ he said.

Start off Lumberjack Days early with
@

on the plaza,
Arcata

However, Webb said drug use at

resident
One two-year dormitory
who asked not to be identified said he
“occasionally” and has
sells
noticed ‘‘a big increase’’ in drug use in

HSU is less than most high schools in
Southern California.
‘it seems like people with’ serious

drug problems are not developing them

the dorms during the past two years.

here.

““’There’s more (use) than people
think. I see it at least every day,”’ the
chemistry freshman said.

However,

easiest

hallucin

LSD, MDMA

ic

(ecstasy) and speed can

Crack

three
within
rush,’’
stantaneous
seconds, but the high is short-term.
Consequently, people need to smoke

more often to keep a high and will get
addicted easier.
One three-year dormitory hall resident who asked not to be identified

said drug use is not decreasing, but
people are ‘‘not as open’’ this year.
‘‘Last year and the year before, you
the halls
through
walk
couldn’t

marijuana

Sidelines Sports Ber
‘Open Daily M—F

Sat.

2p.m.— 2am.
11am.

—2

a.m.

pro-

with drugs. He

ors of ‘‘this precedes this or leads to
this.’’
**Some people can handle it, put it

smoke,”’

away, others can’t. If you come from a

he said.
Several drug users in the residence
halls said drugs are never hard to ob-

family that uses drugs consistently, the
chances are you are going to get right
or the same syndrome,’’ Wallace

tain. As one Redwood resident put it,

said.

‘*All you have to do is knock on every
other door, and you'll find a drug
user.”’

Addiction

is not

the

only
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Expires June

Mra ay

the chemistry freshman

walk that sell drugs.”
Howell said many students begin to
experiment with drugs in college
because of peer ="
or just
because they are av
;
When people use drugs socially, they
often
become
physically
or
psychologically addicted before they
realize it. The rate of addiction is
similar to alcohol, Wallace said.
Everyone
can handle different
amounts.
Although using one drug can lead to
experimentation with other drugs to
achieve different and longer-lasting
highs, Wallace said no set pattern ex-

is cocaine-base, which is co-

smelling

with

‘In the dorms it’s so easy to
obtain,’” he said. ‘‘There are at least
six peol
I know within a two-minute

Officer Ken Cleveland said
a drug which has become
within the last few months, is
beginning to circulate.

caine with the chloride removed,
Cleveland said. Unlike cocaine, crack
is a fine powder and is smoked, not
snorted.
Cleveland said crack gives an ‘‘in-

without

here

:

dormitories.

HSU

also be bought.

UPD
crack,
popular
also

coming

said he never used drugs ‘‘on a day-too basis’ until he moved into the

cocaine,

mushrooms,

afe

said.

motes ex

But

is marijuana.

he

said the residence hall at

He said the most popular drug, and
to obtain,

They
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Cleveland said some students get a
monthly allowance from their parents
and use it to buy drugs.
‘*A part-time job will be enough,”’
the chemistry major
said. ‘‘It’s just like
any other thing — you need extra
money to get by with. It’s one of the
little pleasures in life.’’
One
resident wig he uses
extra financial aid moneyto
drugs.
He said oo
sell drugs
so they can buy
je
“*If you get a good connection
and a
decent
ice you can double
your
money, because down in Suthers
oo
ge they don’t got shit,’ he

Here at HSU, where the — grows
reen, drug users in the residence halls
ave one big complaint; privacy.
‘As long as. we’re smoking pot. in
our rooms and being quiet about it,”* a
freshman drug dealer said, ‘‘the university shouldn’t have the right to tell us
what to do.”’

“We are going to knock out the
speech aspect of the class to conform
oJ the new guidelines,’’ Sotomayor
“Drama doesn’t a
} to all of the
students, but we can’t offer (for examon
“wns art-history course as an
use we don’t have the
qualified
faculty to teach it.

a
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‘orthis re-
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Califor- the

nia’s high schools to meet the new CSU
uirements, —
vetoed
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Deakmeaiied
mt. 30,
seg
The legislation, Assembly Bill 3496,
passed the California
Senate floor ona

'

California
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‘There probably will be a problem
with rural areas which don’t quite have

adequate programs
quirements.”’
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We Make Our Own Tofu Fresh Daily

Theater
Mike ‘'Spumoni’’ Manetas ¢ Brooks A. Ous
1027 ‘‘i'' street arcata;“YS$21 © 822.6264

LUMBERJACK SPECIALS
PIGNOSE AMP., 30/60
GIBSON ‘Les Paul’, '70s,

$175
$375

DOBRO, w/case
MARTIN HD28, 1981 w/case
CITTERN w/case

MARTIN, Sigma steel string

$305
$1200
$250

$126

ARIA “Pro ll" Les Paul copy, case $195
PEAVEY “Special 130” Black Widow
speaker
$250
SUPRO “Coronado” 50's, clean,

case
5-STRING BANJO
GIBSON, E5330, 1964, hardcase $400
ACCORDIANS, 3 in stock $195 and up
VIOLINS,
all kinds, all sizes $75 and up
MARTIN tenor Sax, case
$195

Nylon

ae

string folk guitars

$50 and up

0-18, case, 1970

keyboard
BOOKS = Largest selection
in N

$750
$115

instrument, sheets, fake books, piano

methods, classics, etc.

MRECORDS
& TAPES, Folk, irish,
Bluegrass
Fiddle and other hard to find

LP's & tapes. Also, REPAIRS,
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— 442-2970
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ductive.”

needed because no new ideas were beby

mandated

current

to

run

a

Social

meeting,”

Sciences

Representative Stephanie Newman sai
after
the meeti:
However, AS President Terri Carbaugh said, ‘‘This (meeting was) very

the issue, preventing
voiced.
from
was

way

Behaviorial. and

perience

Lofink said no more

restrictions

ht

the

i

g

said

cil members
**t don’t necessarily believe this is

People

have

who

less

ex-

can say, ‘Oh,
’ but we were extremely pro-

But after the noone, Carbaugh said
given to par amentary prounnecessary.
was res
cedu
She said the council should consider
detail

adopting more relaxed methods of con-

ducting its meetings.

The Campus Center for Appropriate

Technology’s directors gave a halfhour presentation,
Before the CCAT presentation, Brad
Brown, SLC representative for the
Reserve Officer Training Corp, was

BX

2

877 9th Street

822-3912

One of the council’s objections to
the committee was that its name im-

plied

a a

discriminatory

action

toward

ROTC.
But Mark Murray, last year’s A.S.
president and one of the organizers of
the committee, said, -‘“They’ve got
their committee, and we’ve got ours.”’
Murray said he chose the name to be
‘‘exactly as ridiculous as (the commit-

Brown,
esenting the Committee
to Get RO
On Campus, asked
council members for their opinions
about bringing ROTC back to HSU.
The council was divided on the issue,
and later in the meeting Hayden, who
opposed ROTC, moved to allow the

ai
i in a

After the meeting, Hayden said he

had not expected the committee to be
on,.”’

because he was absent.

Student price: Men $8, Women $10
Appointments not always necessary

Humanities

Al Elpusan also support ed the anti-ROTC committee.

allowed to organize but had presented

He was nominated for the position last
week, but was unable to receive it

Committee to Keep ROTC

Newman and

and

po proposal to ‘‘raise public percep-

confirmed in his judiciary committee.
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The bay is named after Baron Alexander von Humboldt, who traveled
throughout Central America in the early 19th
century. He described the Cen-

2)

Nee

a
hod

excellent instructors
— Max Plank and

brother Wilhelm, who was instrumental in the reform of the Prussian educa-

fv

in East
n,
after Alexander’s

"

education
ch
He h
Berlin in 1810. The name was
to Humboldt University in 1949.
The university
has had a history of —

tral American equatorial regions and
wrote political essays on New
.
Humboldt Uni
however, is named

Benen

nasiem

.

President Alistair McCrone said no
official ties exist between the two
schools, but said he planned
to visit the
East German university sometime.
McCrone said HSU is named after
Humboldt County, named after Fort
ne
which in turn is named after
t
y

a ies ee

Humboldt University in East
%

a

trance g
university
Linden, the thorough
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work-study student.
Leilasus said other expenses are
mostly supplies, magazine subscriptions and costs of programs.

One of the programs she is consider_— year is a consumer fair. The

‘ Though

she said she is ‘‘in

stages right now,”’ she has

write a conan for the Associated
Students-sponsored - magazine

Paradigm Monthly, which will be “‘ar-

ticles of interest to help students
become more educated consumers.”’
She also is working on a bulletin
board, which will be posted outside her
office and have consumer information
and
magazines
from
newspapers.
The office subscribes to several
‘“‘Ralph Nader-sponsored’’ magazines,

to start coming in this month.
Because this is the first time HSU
has had a consumer affairs office,
Leilasus sees ‘‘the job right now as one
long-range
of consumer education.
mer adconsu
to
,
goal is going beyond
vocacy.”’

Consumer advocacy deals with the
investigation of complaints about unbusiness or being
fair treatment by a
said.
she
ripped off,
Leilasus plans to work cooperatively
with a San Francisco consumer action
group and several local ones.
“If people had a consumer problem

or a question they could come to me,
and I may not know, but I could do the

legwork for them,”’ Leilasus said.
The consumer affairs office, funded
by the Associated Students, has a
$2,000 budget which includes stipends
totaling $1,500 for Leilasus and one

adwould not only offer financial
fair
vice, but also make
$s more
aware of the services the consumer office offers.
Another of Leilasus’
lower textbook prices.

Leilasus will be working with

|

quest lecturer at

Fascinating companion volume to the cur-

In five minutes you could

Brent PBS series.
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AFRICANS:

A

TRIPLE

B

HERITAGE,
4y Ad Mazrui, $29.95. The

il

series.

a THE GRANDMOTHER'S CLUB,
by Alan Cheuse, $18.95. New novel by the

§ author of THE BOHEMIANS. C
reviews other
's writing
on ALL
THINGS
CONSIi
D.

PERFUME,

THE

STORYnY

Patrich

Suskind,

OF
OF

A

change the course of History. And any
other subject you may be studying.

Just take partin a demonstration
of the Macintosh” personal computer
from Apple?

You'll see how Macintosh can
help you work better, faster and,

perhaps best
be of il

simarter

You'll also qualifyto win a Trek®
12-speed touring bike. And you'll walk
awaywitha freebicyclecap.
Macintosh and a Trek bike.

Both will do more than help you
get ahead. Both will take you
anywhere you wantto go.

thriller about a

man born with a perfect sense of smell and a,
blood-thirsty lust for the ultimate essence.

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.

Friday 8:00-4:30p.m.

iclosed Saturday & Sunday
dp.

386 pe oman
pend be
and
|
e conde
é‘ r ae
1986.

ae

ocean

the SLC

For more information, call the Consumer Action office at 826-3231.

Lownie Barbach, Pb.d., $15.95. Pomen’
erotica, by the author of PLEASURES. Bar-

] THE STORY OF ENGLISH, $24.95.

to
said

she has already started her research,
calling other university bookstores to
understand how they operate.
‘(The success of the office) is going
to depend on students coming in to see
me,”’ Leilasus said. ‘‘I’m going to be as
visible as I can.”’
Leilasus is in her office between 11
a.m. and noon Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, and from 9-11 a.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
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to lower the cost to students and said

Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom
Teeth, Ultrasonic Cleaning,
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Vote says ‘no’
More presidential power, fewer teacher rights

CSU iene overwhelmingly rejects contract
State

wants,

University

university

ts could become totalitarian
of the state’s 19 CSU cam-

propoa

whi

$2

it

as

what

ov

If the California

gets

<

Ry Mark Anderson
|
more

This
PuThe CSU and the California Faculty not binding. But it does send a clear
the faculty union, are cur- message to the CSU that faculty are
Association,
not going to stand by while the CSU
rer
een
©
a
ati

is the. second time in two years

have returned to the
ae
classroom without a new contract. The
expired contract will remain in effect
until bargaining between the two sides
is complete.

tries to infringe on their

Philosophy

Deparment

hts.

Caiman

James Derden said one of the hottest
issues in the contract dispute is tht
CSU's attempt to eliminate binding arbitration.
Please see CFA page 10

ARCATA'S FAVORITE BAR AND
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973
ENTERTAINMENT

SCHEDULE

rue san :
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suspects.

ohn Parrish said.

See
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915 H Street (by the plaza)
Open daily at noon

— Sundays at 4 p.m.

..Skis

...Bindings. ..Boots and Poles

| Recreational Touring Pkg:
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Save
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$84!!
Leather Alpina Boots ,

Sport Touring, Phe.
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50!

Leather Alpina Boots

Metal Edge?Telemark Phe.)

Hours
Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.
Friday 8:00-4:30p.m.

cnr

ene

with no faculty review.
Derden said the CFA would like to
get rid of the merit awards program

irae cers

tors by letting
a_ neutral

Derdet

trying to bust a union,”
i “tone of the best ways to

it is to get rid of binding arbitration.

sieateen don’t work without binrbitration,

of sear
the

said pe
8“
tke cn dispu=

about half

he CSU's p
S:.
the "preuaeals Fwould have the
in grievances.
Ancaet nie in the contract dispute
is the CSU's attem
to “‘divorce rank

from salary,’’

said.

In the CSU’s salary structure since
1960, salary is tied to rank of position.

The new structure would pay faculty
to their on
CFA) thinks the proposed

this money.’’

Derden said the CSU also
the
to eliminate minimal rights from the

He saOF this Souk make the CSU a
‘‘publish or perish institution.’’
Another example of the power the
presidents would
receive in the CSU
Pee is the issue of merit awards.
ntly, faculty committees decide
which teachers should get merit
awards. The awards are granted if the
appropriate dean concurs. Also, the
awards are prorated to the individual
colleges so each college gets a share of
the award money.
The CSU’s proposal gives presidents
complete control of the award money

system’s lecturers.
Derden said more than 10,000 lecturers — more than half of the ‘teachers
in the system — would lose the
minimal job security they now have.

Waptenet

but

Call us for all your travel needs!

on

getting

He said the CSU is also trying to
eliminate the Faculty Early Retirement
Program as it now exists.
FERP allows tenured faculty who
am age 55 to reduce their teaching
+
he
The way FERP works now, these instructors can draw from their retirte-

ment funds and receive full pay while

(PEACE

Arti
Vimeo

ele

ae

structor

maintains his or her tenured

status anid can Car | in the program
forLn

roposal

would

oo
t

away Yom faculty who efroll in

ram.
ith more

than 7,000 ballots cast

system-wide in a referendum vote, the

CSU faculty rejected the CSU’s proposal by 91 percent — the same percentage margin as HSU.
The
faculty
systemwide
did,

however, vote 99 percent in favor of a

6.8 percent cost-of-living wage increase. Derden said the vote at HSU
was also 99 percent in favor.
This was a ratification vote, which
means the instructors will be getting
the increased salaries retroactive to July 1.

=
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only teaching for half the year. The in-

wale meal final oe in who
could enter the yes pe
ueeed
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(707) 822-1787

OCTOBER_B

SF
Peace Corps volunteers are
people pretty much like you. People with commitment and skills who
have assessed their lives and decided
they want to be of service to others
in a troubled world.

‘DRY CLEAN ANY

COAT
OR JACKET, GET

ASSEN
E SSS

‘(The

ues.
‘*Your salary isn’t based on teaching

goed Way 0 wpeae
Res bk
sneer he said. ‘‘There are many
other programs that could benefit from

fr.

*5 VALUE
GOOD THROUGH OCT. 31, 1986
VUVUWMME“

DRY CLEANERS

& LA

grams; introducing better agricul,
tural techniques; advising small
businesses and establishing cooperatives; or teaching math atid science
at the secondary level.
The number of jobs to do is

The problems our volunteers

nearly as great as the number of vol-

deal with overseas aren’t new. Such

as the cycle of poverty that traps one
generation after another because

unteers who have served since 1961:
Nearly 90,000. More volunteers are
being chosen now for two-year

they’re too busy holding on to get

assignments beginning in the next

ahead. The debilitating effects of
malnutrition, disease, and inadequate sheltet. Education and skills
that are lacking, and the means to

3-12 months in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.

get them too.
Your college training qualifies

with you.

you to handle more of these prob-

The Toughest
Job You'll
Ever Love

lems than you might think. Such as
teaching nutrition and health practices; designing and building bridges
and irrigation systems; working on
reforestation and fisheries pro-

UNDRY

Our representatives will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities

Thurs. Oct. 30

|

Film: “The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love”
NHE

Rm. 118 at 12 p.m.

For

more

intormation

contact

Bob Bouvier
Peace

Corps Representative

HSU Career Development
Center

Return Peace Corps Volunteer Slide Show 926.3341
Thailand, Africa
& Phillipines

NHE

Rm. 119 at 7 p.m.
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Rare sa
By Barbara Kelly

marsh plants and

oa all know how protective she was

the
Overcast skies could not dampen
s ts of 300 celebrants Sunday as The
ature

125 acres

Nira

Lanphere,

a

who

biologist

See

Hutton parcel addition to LanphereChristensen Dunes Preserve,
Visitors from Southern California,
Sacramento,

Davis and the Bay Area

joined Humboldt County’s Friends of
other guests
the Dunes Preserve
to the
addition
125-acre
the
viewing
formerly 210-acre preserve.

Trained volunteers guided guests on
tours of the addition. The tour groups
converged at the barn at noon to eat
bouillabaisse, salads, fruit and lemon
cake while listening to congratualtory
speeches.
ople say Lanphere‘*Many
Dunes is their favorite, of
Christensen
all

The

Nature

Consetvancy’s

was setting
The Nature Conservancy

as
up its Critical Areas Program. just
he
Boma
pry
Pepin
she wae searching
unusual property in its pristine state
forever,
The Hutton addition is described by
The Nature Conservaficy as af ex-

ceedingly rare habitat because it includes a complete dune succession
from dense Sitka spruce forest through
moving dunes to a wild beach.
It also includes salt marsh suppor-

ting three rare plants. Humboldt Bay

preserves. It has a quality you can’t
define,’? TNC’s Director Steve McCor-

has lost over 90 percent of its salt mar-

He described getting lost in a swamp
when HSU Herbarium Botanist Ken
Berg led him on his first tour of the
Hutton parcel.
“This preserve is unique in having so
much volunteer participation,’’ he said
as he introduced some of the elected
officials and HSU scientists who have
encouraged the creation and expansion
of the preserve.
‘We have occasional bright lights in
the Legislature. One of them is Dan
Hauser. He’s just a plain nice guy,”
McCormick
said.
Hauser described meeting Hortense
Lanphere and getting her permission to
bring his Boy Scout troop to visit her
property before it became a preserve.

States.

.

shes to development; salt marshes are
vanishing

throughout

the

United

The new Friends of the Dunes
Preserve t-shirt depicts the three rare
men ay a in yore It me
uate studen
any
wee Pectart, who manages the
eserve with her husband Peter Jain.
is a
Friends of the Dunes Preserve
ers
support
group of volunteers and
orgatiized by former preserve manager
Sue Van Hook.
The addition does not contain any of

the rare Menzies’ wallflower found
preserve and elsewhere on
the

on
the

North Spit. Its salt marsh rarities are
Pt. Reyes’ bird’s beak, Humboldt Bay

owl’s clover, and Humboldt Bay

Resources Richard

Rid

Prof
saluted
and Dean of the Cc

Bartatt
Ray us
Emerit
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John Sawyer
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their help |
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rison construction and school bond issues"
said.

Prop. 54
—

County isi’t hurting

acts, whether t !
ment for crim
jail space is less
for
pay
to
cet

space to put

Out of

“We're

County

people a

Friday.

Renner said

“Proposition

the new

54,

Sheriff

prison

act, is a step in the
on, but it doesn’t
meet the

20

Renner does not expect the outcome

of the Nov. 4 vote on the prison construction bond to have any impact on

the Humboldt County jail, but it may
affect county jails in some

California.

The

—

said.

state is already

using

parts of
prison

tives as much as it can, Renner

**The _ does a pretty decent job
putting
s prisoners into
the state prison camp. You’ve got to be

a bad guy to go to state prison, a
violent or serious offender,’’ he said.
“We classify our inmates, and I’m

sure they do, too. By law, you aren’t
allowed to put a misdemeanor offender

in the same cell with a murderer.”’
The proposa 1 would authorize the

state to issue $500 million in bonds to
finance construction and renovation of

state jails. Some of the funds could be
used to complete

hurting

punish-

Californians aynend stiff

vid

Gray, Northern
; sai
Districtt

School

jects inadequatel

erg under the Toes jail renee
s.
California’s jails, built to hold about

33,200 inmates, held about 55,000 in
June. An inmate population of more

because

of

population explosions.

Unio High
oldt

schools; it’s

with

districts

“There are whole new subdivisions

than 65,000 is es
by 1989.
The 1976
erminate Sentencing
Law forbids early release of prisoners

Prop. 53

to relieve overcrowding.

Supporters of Proposition 54 said
in California’s
serious overcrowding
health and safety
prisons threatens the
of staff and prisoners.
They said this bond issue would cost
less than $2 per year for each Californian, and alternatives to prison don’t
otect society as well as locking up ofenders.

nents said the prison system is

asking for a blank check from voters.
They said costs have escalated in
some cases to $90,000 per cell, and less

costly

and

more

effective

alties

than iftearceration are available.
Supporters of the jail bond act include

son,

Deukmejian;

Gov.

of the

vice president

executive

Taxpayers’
Kress, vice

California
Robert H.

Simp-

Dick

Association;
president of

Citizens for Law and Order; and Brad

around cities of any sizé. They need
desperately to build new schools,”
Gray said.
2

“In general, we in Huinboldt Coun-

ty just heed rehabilitation and repair.
ut it'll be our
lem next year, ot

Barbara Kelly
Ae

oh

Humboldt
stake in the

County

a

have

schools

on

first proposition

the

Nov. 4 ballot.
Proposition 53 is an $800 million
school bond proposal.
“We have at least $3.5 million in
construction projects right now that
need funds. Southern Humboldt
(Unified School District) is eligible for

$1.3

county
vices.

million,”

said

Finlay,

Barney

schools’ director of fiscal ser-

“There is no question people should

vote for Proposition 53.”
Most county schools are more than
30 years
old
and
haven’t
been
reconstructed or modernized, he said.
‘We have 16 out of 34 schools now
eligible for funds,’’ he said. ‘‘If their
plans are to be met, we need this pro-

It’s only a matter of

jee year after.
time.”’

Gray, a retired
newspaper reporter
and former teacher’s aide, is a recently
re-elected member of the California
School Boards Association.
‘I’ve talked to people from more
Willits needs new
crowded areas. Even
schools. It’s the kids who get held
hostage
said.

in

this

whole

thing,’’

Gray

“Schools are so overcrowded (in urban areas) they’re bulging at the seams.
You listen, you know they’re having a
hell of a time. We help them and they
help us. They pressured the governor
on rural transportation, but he wasn’t
hearing a word.”’
Gray was referring to the Governor’s
recent veto of half the rural district

transportation

funds

passed

by

the

Gates, president of
Sheriffs Association.

California

State

osal passed and two more to be on the

ballot

arguments

were

allot in 1988 and 1990.”’
Finlay said the governor signed four
bills making more districts eligible for
funds, allowing more square feet to be

“Kids can’t benefit from a fine
school program unless they can get
there. Read the Sacramento Bee’s Sept.

school districts
building permits

ween a Sacramento mile and a Mattole

Opposition
sign

Assembly

me

Information

came

from

member

about

the

measure

this

of

League

Richard
Women

Voters of California and the October
issue of the California Journal.

reconstructed
tion.
‘‘What

and

permitting

local

to collect
fees on
for school construc-

it needs is money,’’

Legislature.

28 article on the Mattole
Valley
schools. There’s a big differetice betPlease
see PROP.

Finlay

53 page
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590 G Street, Arcata
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Continued
from page 12
Valley imile,’’ she said.
Finlay said state funding

has
to the

for schools

*

begun to improve sli
levels achieved in

‘In 1982-1983,

but not
960s.

yea
; oon

in

we hit a

ad yor
s

7 2f

7

1 '
ti ig

:

B pe eynr pies reper 9

school funding. There was double-digit

Pg

inflation but no growth in funds that
year,”’ he said.

“The ptiblic spotlight is on educa-

tion now, afid a flow of revenues en
begun to turn the tide of erosion o
financial support.’’

The ballot measure stated at least

half the bond proceeds must be used to

build new schools, and no more than
$360 million can be used for reconstuction ot modernization.
Under the provisions of Proposition
13, the Howard Jarvis-Paul Gann property tax measure, local governments
could not raise property taxes to

finance education. Voters approved a

vote in
measure by a two-thirds |
to
raised
be
to
taxes
these
allow
to
June
finance land acquisition and buildings.
The state now repays school construction bonds from its general fund.
The State School Building LeasePurchase Law was revised in 1979 to let
the state finance school construction
without a local vote.
State lottery proceeds cannot be used
for school construction, as stated in the

terms of the 1984 lottery initiative.
Supporters of Proposition 53 include
Gov. Deukmejian, Superintendent of
Public

Instruction

Assemblywoman

Bill

Teresa

P.

Honig,

Hughes

and the League of Women Voters of
California.
were
ballot arguments
Opposing

signed by Ellison Bloodgood, United
Votets League president.
Those in favor of the measure said
will be needed for 450,000
classro
new students within the next five years.

To maintain current standards, more

than $4 billion will be needed by 1990.

Oppotients do not believe few
school bonds are an absolute necessity
to preserve California’s school system.
is
spending
said current
They
under
funds
bond
mismanaged atid
would undermine local
state —

control.

Prop. 58
Barbara Kelly
staff writer

When parents die and leave a home,
susiness, of farm to their children,
Hannigan,
Assemblyman Thomas
children
those
D-Falstiot®, said
tax
property
face
to
have
shouldn’t
reassessment.
That’s why he proposed Proposition
$8, which the League of Women
Voters ballot measure guide stated was

the sixth property tax reassessment ex-

emption since Proposition 13, the property tax initiative passed in 1978.

HOURS
M-Th 6:00 - 9:00 Sun 12:00 - 5:00

STOP
Walk-ins Welcome

PAW

ts] 414055

cata.

Proposition 58 is expec

Journal,

ballot

a comprehensive

measures.

The

ern+ ol.

, if
ua

the state
wes, aoe

article,

ae

oo

stated

this

pro

which

¢

of all

mn might

to
the
local

ernments 17 million in 1987-98,

37 million in 1988-89 and increasing
amourits in future years.
and community colleges
in
around $11
lose
could
ad1988-89.and
in
million
$23
1987-88,
ditional amounts later. Thosé losses
would be offset by increased state aid
from the general fund, according to
current law.

With 13 propositions on the ballot,

Proposition 58 hasn’t provoked much

;
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Continued from previous page
law

County scope

undermines
the strength of the

family,
they contend.

aes ake Sciencé Professor Bill
Daniel, who teaches California government, had the same reaction as Gast
ae asked to comment on the effects

of the proposition —

position Poe?
about it.”

‘‘What’s Pro-

I haven’t seen anything

In addition, he said he has more immediate fiscal worries.
want

Ora the Redwoods President

eichert saw no point in woryng about possible effects of cn
tion 58 on the eat ant colleges
because the state budget will make up
for any property tax receipt declines.
“Gov. Deukmejian vetoed about
$28 million from the community college budget June 25.

(Then) we heard

he had restored $6 million,’’ he said in
a telephone interview.

‘““We

were

supposed

to

get

$54

The proposition would limit the salary of the

Legislators address local group

governor and other government officer’s salaries.

4th District candidates debate

Sen. Barry Koes. D-Benicia, and Assemblyman
Dan Hauser
Arcata, will be the featured

A debate featuring Bonnie Neely and Brian
Parker, candidates for 4th District supervisor, will
be broadcast on KEET-TV at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
The live debate will be moderated
by the ‘ie

speakers at the North Coast Binphovers Advisory
Group meeting this month.
The legislators will discuss recent actions by the
governor and the legislature and economic issues af-

of Women Voters. Questions can be called in by

Oak Room of the Red Lion Motor Inn, where a luncheon will be served for $5.50 per person.
Hauser will oe
a certificate to the local
department of
the Economic Development Department on behalf of the California Employer Council

Supervisors, and Parker, county

viewers during the program.

fecting the local area.
The meeting is scheduled for noon Oct. 21 in the

Neely, administrative assistant to the Board of

and the local Employers Advisory Group.

The certificate will honor the local office’s efforts
to meet employer’s job service needs and improvement of communications between the EDD and
employers.
For more information, call Carolyn Miller at

HSU hosts women

will have to be reduced. That’s the current real problem.”’

Proposition 61 debate tonight
A debate between Paul Gann and Bill Honig
Proposition 61 will air tonight at 10:30 p.m.

in science

Interesting girls in math, science and business is
the goal of a conference to be held Oct. 25 at HSU.
Girls from grades seven through 12 interested in
participating must register by today.
The all-day event will feature women involved in
science and business leading workshops and discussions.
For
more
information
call
826-3143

445-6660.

million in state funds. Instead, we get

$6 million. So the budgets for 1986-87

planner, are runn-

ing for the seat vacated when
Danny Walsh accepted an appointment to the state Water Resources
Control Board.
KEET is a public television station seen locally on
Channel 13 and on cable channel 2.

on
on

KEFT-TV
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Come on in, |
Sun, participation are up :
says confident committee
By David Montesino

all been very cooperative.’’

in-

Coor-

dinator PJ Jeffords said.
‘‘We have received 35 proposals
to run
booths
in this
year’s
festivities,’’ he said.
Twenty-six
clubs participated last year.
The
participation of nine additional clubs, Jeffords said, attests to
the enthusiasm among the clubs in
making this year’s festivities a suc-

cess.
‘*T see more enthusiasm among
the participants this fall than during

last spring,’’ he said.
Echoing
Jeffords’ observation,
Allen said, ‘‘We haven’t had any
problems with the clubs. They have

‘the job is getting done.

“Obviously,

works

everybody

better in a crunch.’’
Despite
the committee’s

con-

fidence that this year’s festivities
will be a success, ‘‘everything is still
oT i

on

the

weather,’’

Jeffords

12:30 p.m.

Friday

said.
He ‘said good weather is impor-

tant because it draws more people to
the festivities.

1:00 p.m.
Noon

‘‘More people mean more sales,”’

12:30 p.m.

he said, ‘‘and sales are affected by
rain.”’

1:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
9:30 p.m.

11:30 p.m.

~~

also

J

Loggingtown opens

HSU A.M. Big Jazz
Band

HSU P.M. Big Jazz

Band

Bucket Brigade

1:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

(team event, field
behind HG Hall)

2:30 p.m.

Graffiti (band)
Sack Race (team event)
Wheelbarrow Race
(team event), Radio
Sex (band)

3:00 p.m.

Momentum (band)
Earl Thomas Band
Ticket Booth closes
Loggingtown closes

3

Clubs

®

has

‘2

participation

<

Club

creased considerably,

‘e)

this is going to be a

©rt

I’m confident

real great weekend.’’

Days committee, Jeffords said,

was the amount of time every participatins organization had to
paras or the weekend. He said
ast year’s participants had six more
months to prepare. than this year’s
participants.
‘“‘We were concerned about the
rushing
afd
squeezing
of
this
think
‘I
said.
everything,’’ he
year’s
preparation
is going
smoother than last year’s.’’
He said everyone involved is contributing to the preparations and
regardless of the last-minute frenzy,

a

Days is going to be the

biggest ever in its 28-year history.

jack

&

good weather, this year’s

Lumberjack

the success of. the festivities.
The main concern of the Lumber-

.

‘‘as far as the preparations are con-

cerned.
‘‘Given

Jeffords and Allen both said the
change from fall to spring is insignificant and holds no thr eat to

a)

The Lumberjack Days committee
is confident the sun will shine on
this year’s festivities.
Expressing this confidence, Committee Chairperson Vicki Allen said,
‘*] know it in my heart that it is going to be sunny,”’
Allen said everything is all right

(A
£.

Staff writer

3:45 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

(single event)
Caber Toss (forestry.
event,men only)

Associated Students vs.

Student joni

-war,

| tug-of

Tug-of War.

(rene (cam even,
Bold Ones (band)
h clover
Ficket Boot
11:90
pus
own
closes
Midnight Loggingt
6:30 p.m.

)

Prdividual event
meeting at Town
Hall

Egg Toss (team event),

Single Buck(forestry
event), Fiddlehead
Balloon Shaving

(team event)

Hose-Lay (Arcata Fire
Pe

Scharnikow
conSe
Jen
and
Kelly
Randy
Booth,
Steve
left)
from
kwise
eed:
ree eee teodiennahasea
ae
ied

FOO PEPP TOLER rrerrereee

Department),

Joy and

Marla

3:15
ners

FFE CES ETE

“Balanced Aquarium
2% to 7 gallon He

Aquariums

25% off

goods

2. Mecha - Tacos al Carbon

3. Associated Students - Milk
bottle throw

4. Lambda Sigma Nu -

3 Lumberjack Days
through October B,

Lemonade, apples

5. Forestry Club - Seedlings
6. Women’s Swim Team Pizza

7. Marching Lumberjacks -

Valley West Shopping Center
Arcata

Beer

8. Range Club - BBQ Ribs
9. Engineering Club - Dunk
Tank
10. Business & Technology -

826-0154

Lumberjack I

Loggingtow

Deli Sandwiches

1986

11. industrial Technology Strongman Bell
12. Baseball Club - Ball Throw
13. Resource Planning Club Nachos

14. Archery-Conservation
Unit. - Archery Shoot
15. Crew Team - Beer

Open

92 Sunnybrae
Arcata, California 95521

707 822-7009

7 days

household items

fix. it-yourself equipment

«

|

Hey Lumbenacks:
Have a safe and enjoyable
Lumberjack Days from

time

~~

©y Atcata’s

Florist

Weekend Spectat:
Carnations $5.95
doz.
cash & carry

Come in and see us:

Rae

Alice, manager
Linda
Carleen
Juke
Cynas

MtwilesEo
2g

aDAISS s
eat

|
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Rememmer | toi
a good
time
at Lumberjack Days but

Loggingtown opens
with noon

parachuting Friday,
Oct. 17

Budweiser says please
Don’t Drink and Drive

Parachuters:
Mickey Pillars
Andy Bandy

Roger Hunter

BB

¥

OS

or,

7a

DAP

and say ‘hi’ to our De Guy authority

Mike Leal
Willie Lennox

1540 ‘G’ Street
a

ee

822-0391
~

——

=

~

>

4

=

with

OS

‘and more

®

NAN

¢

eS

tools

Club - Pretzels

PBWse

¢

~@

17. Asian Students Union Egg Rolls
18. German

appliances

N N)

Sponge Toss

eeace

Seve

Seettys

.

ee

tee”

V4

DAYS 1986
19. Model U.N. - Chilof ham-

erjack Days

*

peoeneeoateec

*
;

peanuts, and pickles
a

.

29}

30

aa

99. Ree. Students
sn. - Frozen bananas
34, Hum. Indian Alliance -

oo
)

Loggingtown located on the events

:
,
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‘
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haven’t you
Axe Throw
Single Bucking

Balloon Shaving

Cigar Smoking
Tobacco Spitting

Birling
Limber Pole

Pie Eating Contest
Root Beer Chug

Choker Setting

with noon

rechiae
weather does not}

Belching Contest

Boom Run

More

information

Tug-of-War
Keg

on

events on the Quad. SIGN

Hunt

Lumberjack
UP N

Days

for

armit, parachuting | doubles, team and forestry events. Also don’t |

be hela Saturday! miss out — LJ Days T-Shirts still available but
Mickey Pillars
med ee

Live music Tuesday
Night / Sunday Brunch

Bed Races
Egg Toss

Double Bucking

Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Op
ar

Colony
inne
Apartments
~

9 month lease $165 per month
3 month lease $180
per month

going fast. Get yours on the Quad or in the
lub Coordinators Office.

Month none
ie
Group plans
availa

Mike Leal
Willie Lennox

and Northcoast Mercantile, your local Budweiser distributor.

:

nightly
* weekly # monthly

;

Caber Toss
Jack & Jill Double Buck

fo1

822-4243

- Wheelbarrow Race

Pole Buck Demo
‘ Jack & Jill Pulp Toss

nn

tried?

,

1

‘

Bucket Brigade
Sack Race

Speed Chop

yggingtown opens

os

:

N Ho

80

of the

Redwood

aren

bez.

Which; of these

F

®

Burritos
Town Hall & Ticket
36.
Booth

field

Gras

eo

: aaa

& Hearing 35. Speach

No

|

a

on

A

a

gingtown

Deposit

$200

$100

100%
Two persons per bath, four per kitchen

All agreements
can be converted to a 9-month lease with a

ion

ee
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ing |

in rent at any time dur.
3

& Viola. Faulkner
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—Greg Wilson

Cowabunga
This participant

in last year’s Bucket Brigade competition discovered wet pants aren’t always an embarrassment.

Beer, birling, return for 28th LJ Days
History of annual celebration highlighted by
water ballet, casino, ugly professor contest

Rob Casebolt

Staff writer

Lumberjack

Days

has

changes through the years.

seen

many

Lumberjack Days was fitst conducted May 15-16, 1959, as a replacement for the traditional All-School
Picnic.

auction, Casino Night and Bull of the
Woods contest.
The Bull of the Woods contest was a

boxing

The 1959 Lumberjack Days included
a best beard contest (with a free shave
and

cash

match

where

the contestants

stood on a log while fighting. It was
renamed the Paul Bunyan contest in

1968.

prize as the award), frog-

jumping contest, water ballet, suitcase
race, egg throw and pie-eating contest.
Students wishing to participate in the

In 1961, an ugliest professor contest

was added to Lumberjack Days. Participating faculty members dressed as
badly as possible and
ures of them

always been all fun and games.
In the early 1970s, the Lumberjack
Days
Committee,
HSU
President,
HSU and the Lazy L Ranch were sued
for $1 million, said Stan Mottaz, assistant director of the Academic Information and Resource center.
At a casino in Loggingtown, a staged

hold-up was planned to take place. An
ye

was hired from the Lazy L Ranch

y the bandit.
hen it took place, someone who
had had too much to drink that night
choice
mistook the staged hold-up for a real
Natural Resources Professor Rudolf . one and wrestled with the actor.
W. Becking won the title in 1963, acIn the process, the actor’s gun fired
Fall
Pull of Cotton” by
bytTennessee
males
ory to a 1972 Lumberjack article.
near a woman who suffered major
1965
brought a tricycle race, a powder burns on her face, Mottaz
said.
aaeaal
“ae
six
organizations
sidewalk surfing contest, a chariot race
The resulting lawsuit was settled out
the Spring Sing Program. — and a Volkswagen-carrying
contest.
of court, said Mottaz, adviser to the
eral that year were the slave
However, Lumberjack
Days has not Lumberjack Days Committee for 13
frog-jumping contest could order their

frogs from the Dean of Students’ of_ fice for 35-70 cents.
Students were released from classes
at 3 p.m. ee
Bh od ead
tle

were attached to jars.
putting pennies in the

le voted by
jar of their

Chiropractic Office
.

J. KLEEFELD,
SPECIALIZING IN

D.C.

—

OPEN

LOWER BACK DISORDERS
(707) 822-5188
4

=

‘

teevcrrrvrvevers

ee

Lumberjack Days has been in many
locations since the event began.

In 1969, eight booths made uf the

first Loggingtown in the Field House,

Mottaz
said. The
following
year,
Lumberjack Days was moved outside.

Lumberjack Days now takes place
on the special events field between the
science complex and natural resources
building.

The event was moved

11a.m.-5p.m.

Mon.—Sat.

Across from Chocoholics
in Green Courtyard

214 C St., Eureka
@ewere

.

nae

eee

from

the small field behind Griffith Hall in
1982, Carlson said.
Traditionally, Lumberjack Days has
run in the
springtime, some three
weeks before finals.
Partly because of the semester conversion, Lumberjack Days was moved
to the fall this year.

If these hours aren't conveinent call for appointment

604 H Street, Arcata 9SS21
teurregrererereererrcanrrreeerrre

allowed
at
six to eight
the Lumberhow to get

~ COSTUMES
COUNTRY CORNER

Arcata
LARRY

years.
Alcohol
was
first
Lumberjack Days about
years ago. Mottaz showed
jack Days Committee

445-9135
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Grab your boots;

birling, axe throw
featured activities
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Anne Mendelson
Staff writer

The wood chips will fly et
as
the 28th Annual Lumberjack Days log-

eee begin.
e events, sponsored by the HSU

forestry club, are open to both students

and

cotimunity.

Participants

may

enter as many events as they wish.
‘“‘Anybody can compete in the events
with two hours’ practice,’’ said Mike

Sapp, forestry

—

senior and president of

the forestry club.

Ten

logging events will take place

between Saturday and Sunday.

In order, the events are: the axe
throw; si
bucking; Jack and Jill
‘pulp toss;
ble bucking; caber toss;
Jack and Jill double buck; choker setting; birling; limber pole and the boom
run.
The Jack and Jill events are co-ed.
Logging events will take place on the
practice
field on Union Street above
the 17th Street wildlife game pens. The
final three events will be played at Fern
Lake behind the HSU tennis courts.
Events

are run on a point system.

The winner of each event receives five
points, second place receives four
points and so on down to the fifth
place finisher,

who receives one point.

Ribbons will be given to the top five

finishers in each individual event. The
overall point total winners in both the
male and female catagories will each
win a chrome axe and the titles ‘‘Belle

of the Woods” and “Bull of the past month.
Woods.’’

The forestry club has had practices
for these events every Sunday for the

It’s not so much c
.
| out there
, and have some fun,’
Con-

riinstes the gate tase poor,

‘Sapp, who

,
plans to go for
weet ole of fun . People cheer
a

fi i Begey
petetive as i

senior and

ete

guys

who

some

ex-

with the events aré :
throwing out tips to the newcomers.
Invitations to judge the logging
ay
fos
Sete

dent McCrone. As yet, the
not been determined.
‘The

ne
.

fee for each event is $0 cent,
:
for prizes
pays
w
maintenance. Each

You saw it at LJ Days. A pair

¢

CAMPUS APARTMENTS
Surnished studios

$175 & Up

ah eal,shiespadPai

Next to HSU library

Natural Poods Cafe
Unique in Humboldt County

Monday-Saturday © Lunch 11:30-5:00 © Dinner 3:00-8:00

822—3334

16th & “G” Streets, Arcata * 822-0360
\\
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and land-

“1 jumped off a P.E. rope

e adage

~ the floor,’’ she said.

fam

ARE
SEpatogy junior
|

when

but

styles,

they’re on court,
oak
—

—Janis Rowe

:

~ Women’s volleyball coach
eeecrmenecessamenmnonsen

box, Dade is less talkative. Yeager isan
an out-of-tow
recruit who resides in Cypress Hall.

yokel , Dade

volleyball

coach

Janis

Dade is also unsure yet of her career
plans. ‘I’m a little wishy-washy right
now,’’ she said.
Currently, though, they are concern-

Rowe.

‘But when they’re on court, they com-

plement each other.
‘‘Daphne’s a defensive demon.
She’ll pick up anything. Shauna’s explosive on the court — she’s quiet, but
when she talks, people listen.’’
has

Dade

a

less-cliched

term

for

herself and Yeager: ‘‘I’m the gas and
she’s the flame.”’
Both come from athletic, supportive
families. Yeager’s mom played field

Because of the injury and subsequent surgeries, Yeager wears a knee
brace on court but said it doesn’t interfere with her game.
“If | paid attention to it, it would be
a setback, but I don’t pay attention to
it,”’ she said. ‘‘It’s just a part of my
leg, essentially, a precautionary
measure.”’
Yeager runs occasionally but doesn’t
wear the brace then ‘‘because it’s not
lateral movement,’’ she said.
Rowe called Yeager ‘‘one of the few
athletes in a brace who is so agile.
“Most athletes who wear a brace
would rather play upright than down
on the floor (going after digs). But
Daphne’d rather be on the floor.”’
has
Since coming to HSU, Y
to
y
biolog
from
major
her
“—
anthropology.
English to
*“*F want to do some film work and
write about it,’’ she said. ‘‘I’d have to
go to school more to find out exactly

_where I want to specialize.”’

.

“They have different styles,’’ said

HSU

halfway on

ed halfway on the rope and

ed with the 1986 Lady ’Jacks squad. As

Daphne

Yeager and Shauna Dade

hockey and her dad played soccer. Her
sister Laura, a sophomore, is on
HSU’s crew team.

Dade’s father and all but one of her
siblings (she’s the fifth of six children,

three boys and three girls) are sports-

Dade concentrated on volleyball as a
student at San Francisco High School.
Yeager played both volleyball and soft-

School,

at McKinleyville High
where as a freshman. she injured her

ball

returnees, Yeager and Dade recognize
the talents of this year’s team and consider their abilities even with their
younger teammates.
‘It’s not as lopsided as you might
think,” Yeager said.
‘‘We just work together. No one’s

etter than anyone else. We equal each

other out.”’

All because she wanted to p lay la crosse
New club allows women to participate in sport
By Ron Gastineau
writer

etd

She couldn’t play on the men’s team,
so she started her own.
That was the way the HSU women’s
lacrosse club got its start this fall.
**I enjoyed watching men’s lacrosse,
but I couldn’t play, so I started my
own team,”’ said nursing junior Patti
Kennedy.
HSU: men’s lacrosse was formed
four years ago and is now an established campus sports club. But Kennedy,
t of the new women’s lacrosse
some difficulty going
had
,
the channels to get a woman’s

the ground.

to Judge (Taylor, men’s
coach) and he gave me the
the men’s coach-of Stanve me the number of

Saith

women’s

(Stanford

lacrosse coach),”’ she said.

**She then put me in contact with the

K

Women’s

with cosa
Famine

on ct

Lacrosse

system.”

rr eee? CERISE

us

ERATE

and

Response

to the team

Men’s

has been

‘*The first day out on the quad (dur-

ing Club Day), 20 women signed up.

get somebody new almost everyshe said.
actually did surprise me (that so
signed up). I expected half as

much.”

Kennedy attributed this to the same
thing that happened to her — women
became interested by watching men’s
lacrosse.
“It’s a new

for women,

sport

and

college students are into new things,”’
she said.
New is the word, as women’s
lacrosse hardly resembles men’s
lacrosse.
Men’s lacrosse is played on a
120-yard field with a half-field line and
boundaries 60 yards across. Ten

Patti Kennedy

LEE

RMOLS

°

ee

2

ee

BO

team.

on

each

lacrosse

is

played

in

**All we want to be able to do is to

Women’s lacrosse has no boundaries

', playets. ftom éach téam line up on the
EAS EPE ERM

are

15-minute quarters, compared’ to
_ 25-minute halves for women. Also,
men’s lacrosse is a contact game while
-. women’s lacrosse is more fluid and
graceful without contact.
Saith said women’s lacrosse is the
most beautiful sport played on grass.
The team has no set schedule yet, but
will
California teams such as UC
Davis,
UC Berkeley and Stanford as
well as teams
in Oregon
and
Washington.
‘*The league that we’re in covers (an
area) from Canada down to Orange
County. What we are going to aim for
is three tournaments located in Seattle,
Stanford and Southern California,’’
Kennedy said.
Even though the team is looking forward to a big season, Kennedy said this
year will be a learning experience
because only two women have played
before.

‘*excellent,’’ Kennedy said.

And I
day,’”
“It
many

women

‘*Nature makes our boundaries,’’ Ken| nedy said,

It is known as the ‘‘beginner’s
packet’’ to help keep interest in the
sport, Kennedy said.
And interest is growing at a rapid
rate.
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play the game and have fun,”’ she said.
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Southern California.

3-0 Saturday and Sonoma State 2-0.

Sunday.

The Jacks outshot SCC 23-1 in theit
final non-conference game of the

season.

Defender
Ken Bowen scored the

with an assist by forwatd

Ev

. The next two goals were

by striker Todd Keough, one on
a beaiveay and the other on an assist

by Paul Tuomainen.

The win was oo
Rick
Gilbert’s third straight shutout
**We dominated the entire game so

|

~ Jack

play, outshooting
oe

12-5.

iethack
tol
rote was good news and bad news
Nek

attack
ant
Saturday aa

they traveled to
eee,

Atherton

to
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news was that nobody
saw
tendance at 5
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BOOK BAGS
AND BACKPACKS
CALCULATORS

NOTEBOOKS
AND BINDERS

NOT TO
MENTION
BOOKS!

BAND-AIDS
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ding too much

weekend would artive

t

muddy water in search of aluminum

| and wanted to be ready. So linea
ee

‘which

those green

time submerged. in

cans, as well as serving asa target for
anyone willing to mde money on
bank.
softballs for t
I’m looking
gh
thou
However, even
l, I
usuad
en
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ek
forward to LJD we

bracelets,

were passed out five months
.

it just won’t be
‘as it was in the

can’t help thinking
the same in the fa

crew and lacrosse.

This year the Lumberjack football
team and the volleyball team will be

on the road.
Not having a coach or athlete from
the football team sitting in the dunk
tank might spoil the weekend a bit,

:

but I’ll get over it. After all, they’reg
having enough problems keepin

held

"ase

re gogg

aa
i
u
anne « «18 TeQ la Thursday!

enrarae

I always looked forward to the
Memorial weekend about two weeks
the
after LJD and knowing the end of
school year was near.
This year, two weeks after LJD is

»
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Thursday October 16th

Spm — Midnight

Margaritas $1.50
Gold Margaritas $1.75
Shotsof Gold $1.25 |
Giveaways!

See You Thursday
865 Qth St.

Arcata

|

No one under 21
é
an
2
wwwrrew

ee

Em

tarts Silh bind ta Chega
The HSU men’s cross country team lost to

Set

Reet

Bo

in Eugene, Ore.

10,000-meter race in a time of 30 minutes, 10
seconds.
Bill Schipper was the top HSU finisher,- placing
24th with a time of 32:29.
+
Joe Karnes (28th, 32:40), Dennis Pfeifer
(32nd,
32:47), Mika Jekabsons (37th, 32:57) a
Jim
Becker (43rd, 33:22) all finished for the ’Jacks.
‘The competition was really fierce,’’ coach Jim
Hunt said. ‘‘It was a good meet for us and it gave us
a chance to run a 10-k(ilometers) and compete
against some outstanding runners.”’

eee

a

the tace, followed by Hayward:

The ‘Jacks were defeated by the two
sels in a race where all three schools and ¢

running clubs competed.
Art Boline of the Tiger Track Club won ‘the

Seo

race was Robin Roote |
ike
wi
, withth a0 windlilg

» team
a

ae

© Bete

That.
ciaor
Tennifer
gee

17:12.

The top finishet for F aaa Wendy Becker in

$0th place
with a time of

nsons (77th, 19:48), Shawn
haan
—
, Michele Hankin (115th,
ams (79th,
21:15) and Ann Trauseh (117th, 21:19) all finished
for HSU.
With the NCAC Conférence Champlonships just
two weeks away, someOf the runners will take the

DJ Dancin’
9 p.m. — $2
(18 & over welcome)

—An acoustic evening—

tw. Greg Kihn
Oct.16 with Jimmy Lyon 8 p.m.
$6.50 advance (18 & over welcome)
Sit-down show

ri.

Monkey Time

Oct. 17

Funk and Rock
$3.00

—Saturday night blues party—

Sat.

Oct, 18
|

No Damage
Fishbone

Oct. 19

9pm.
— $8 advance
(18 & over welcome)

— Swing dance night —

Mon.

Swingshift

Oct. 20

8 p.m.
— $2.50

(All ages welcome)
Free dance lessons from 8 to 9 p.m.

Coming Oct. 26 Reggae with the ReSoon:

at Center

Activities

Complete

Vites Rentals |

J. Wood and

$3.00
— Columbia recording artist —

Sun.

Now

‘bel Rockers and Little Women
Nov. 2 Donovan
Nov. 3 Windam
Hill Evening
with Ira Stein and Russ Walder
Nov. 9 Oregon

Student Special
Free admission
on Thursday
Nights with valid student ID
Oct. 23)

VHs recorders & over 250 new video movies
Daily Rental Rates:

Video Odyssey

— $6.99 |
Recorder plus 1 movie
Movie Rentals — $3.00

is located in the Center Activities Out-

door Center (below the H.S.U. Bookstore)

CHECK IT OUT!
Monday — Friday: 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

Saturday & ac: A Noon-10 om
Call 826-3358
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New

York film

Independent films alternative to Hollywood movies;
‘‘We approved the Whitney Film Ex-

;

sa

hibition grant because it’s a rare op-

The Big Apple”

comes to HSU in

portunity to see films that would other-

wise not be shownin Humboldt County,”” Heckel said.
re ee at is aches ee
describe the Whitney Exhi
The exhibit will include a
of

the 1985 Whitney Biennial
ths fees
Film Exhibition.

The Whitney Exhibit comes from
New York’s Whitney Museum of
American Art.

The Exhibit is made

up of films

which
film curator John
Hanhardt thinks to be the best in-

dependent films made in the past two

;

years.

The showings

of the Whitney

Ex-

hibit are a benefit for HSU’s 20th Annual Film Festival.
Theater Arts Associate Professor

‘These

films

will

broaden the audience
views on what film is
and can be.’

—Ann Skinner-Jones
Theater
arts professor
Ann
Skinner-Jones was instrumental in

getting the Whitney Exhibit to HSU.

'

“These films will broaden theau

diences views on what film is and can
be,”® Skinner-Jones
said.

on tah
Ww ds eee
are

Yee tues con't be shia shoe! Yhesh
dependent films.
“The Whitney Exhibit is an alternative to Hollywood movies.”’
Funding for the exhibit comes from
» CenterArts and
a visiting artist

t for the Arts.
En
the National
- Theater Arts Chairman John Heckel

is a member of the visiting artist committee, which reviews proposals and

allocates grant money

to allow dif-

ferent, artists to come to HSU.

animation, experimental narrative,
lyrical documentary and abstract ‘film.
“These films coming to HSU are
refreshing to watch because in an a
dependent film, the filmmaker
has
more editorial say and artistic freedom
than if he was work
under a

—

studio,’’ Skinner-Jones

Several

magazines,

taaiiienie

Christian Science Monitor,

The

American

Film and the Artforum, have discussed

the crisis which
makers find themselves

t

film-

The rising cicdinasain'ccun ot teins
film, the dectene in film rentals and
the advances in video all are cited as
reasons for the current decline in quali-

ty independent films.

However, all three of the mentioned A.econe from ‘Lack in Lee Plater’ which te part of the Whitey ew

PR nn ey Be hope for the
dent
ae
mtsthe 1985
Film Exhibition.

The Christian Science Monitor
found ‘‘a new
tion of narrative, used ironically but no
—
a
Jaa
tover. A new
nt
sensory
pleasures of film, the us works that
aren’t just structurally and theoreticalcaiald, but also gorgeous to look at.
‘“‘And a new attempt to gy the
mechanical limitations of film, “and

novel methods of photograph
projection to achieve unusual effects.
Following is the film series seiner
Today: ‘‘Born in Flames,” a traditional ‘Hollywood narrative of a

-

feminist revolution.

Poa

22:
Sen

Stories;’’

a

“The Communists
ure
and Three Other
siest

sa

Lees
Nov. 5: **

‘The Whitney Exhibition is an alternativeto

Hollywood movies.’
—Ann

Skinner-Jones

Theater
arts professor
of failure and lost idealism which
seems to haunt us.
respectful attempt to articulate a sense

sion is $2.

Poet goes back to 1972 works for relscapam need
By Alison Tetenman

witness,”’ said Judith Minty, associate
The poems
professor of English. ‘That, in- written over a 15-year period. Poet, fiction writer and editor tergrated with his own life and the lives
‘It is hard to predict what is
makes for
hurt us the most,’’ Heyen
bi
William Heyen, will read from his of those he te
write about what we have to write
books of poems written since 1972 and moving
**] like oo feel that the poems I have about.’
Thursday.
Heyen will conduct his reading at written have choseri me, not that I have
8:15 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
Room. - chosen them,’’ Heyen said.
Heyen has received wide acclaim for
He will also conduct a informal discussion about. writing from 2-3 p.m. ‘‘Erika: Poems of the Holocaust’’ and
“The Swastica Poems,”’ which deal
Thursday in Goodwin Forum.
with
the holocaust.
‘I usually don’t plan that far ahead
“Erika is the flower which blooms
what I’m
to read,’’ H
said in
over the graves at Bergen-Belsen,’’
~~ int
from his rockport,
Minty said. ‘He has brought (the
, home.
holocaust) into our conscious memory,
Nat I imagine it will be from my
so it is not forgotten.
books of poems that I have written
Heyen, born in Brooklyn of German essay,
since 1972, in retrospect.”
parents
and having lost relatives in the Roethke.’’ thologies
His poetry books include ‘Long
German
Army, was moved to write
‘“*American Poets
Island Light,” “Lord Dragonfly,’
about
the
holocaust. Also, his wife is piste
of
and “Generation
Ce
of 2000.”
“The Swatica Poems’? and ‘‘Erika:
German and he grew. up around
Gemeea 2000’ is a collection of
Poems of the Holcaust.”’
“‘Heyen’s poetry is a poetry of _ German-speaking people. eee eee ere works by his contempories.
Arts editor

from the Universityof
’s visit to HSU is sponsored
the
English
department
CenterArts.

carat

For more information, call 826-3357.

Mideval
tourney in Ferndale
Earth performs today in the Depot.

The Society for Creative Anachronism will hold a

mideval tourney on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
at Leonardo Park in Ferndale.
There will be Renisance pep
heavy
armor
ting, cont ests

For more ‘ieraction call 822-1504

LumberjaDays
ck entertains
Jazz, funk, folk, raucous rock and toe-tapping

‘are just some kinds of music to be
at Lumberjack Days Friday and Saturday

at HSU.

Kicking off the entertainment on Friday will be
HSU A.M. and HSU P.M. Big Jazz Bands, beginning at 12:30 p.m.
nal
-influenced funk and rock band
ti, rock
band Radio-Sex, Southern Humboldt
rock band Momentum and a Chicago-style, bigtime blues band, the Earl Thomas Band, round out
*

entertainment.

Soft-folk
Saturday’s
are: Toeflutist-gui

artist
duo

Caroline Stemley starts
at 10 a.m. Also scheduled
band Fiddlehead,
Joy and Mike Conboy

jazz artist Raven, rock band Bold Onés

» mideval song,

and local
>

‘

or 822-4496.

The Old Town Bar & Grill presents an acoustic
evening with Greg Kihn backed by Jimmy Lyon at 8

’ p.m. on Thursday.

Kihn will
open the show solo-on acoustic guitar
playing a number
of his old hits including songs like
‘Jeopardy,’’
‘‘Madison
Avenue’’
and
**Remember,’’ He’ll then be joined by Lyon for an
eee
second set that features songs such as
Along The Watchtower.”
‘‘All
Tickets are $6.50, available in advance at The
Works in Eureka, and Kinkos and Outback in Arcata. Doors open at 7 p.m.
For more information, call 445-2971.

‘Hats Off to Ceramics’ show
The Redwood Ceramic Association will hold its

at Redwood Acres in Eureka.

The theme of this year’s show is, ‘‘Hats Off to

Center Activities
ts Canoe Cam
24-26, last chance
fall; and Basic
Rock. Climbing Oct. 25-26.

The

F ar

Oct

echnical

Side:

The Best of. . .

Ceramics.’’ Admission is $1.25 for adults and $1
for children 12 and younger.
Demonstrations will feature booths with dealers
from Washington,
on and California. Door
prizes and drawings will be available.

A service of Comic Castle.
Today’s...

By GARY LARSON

workshops

By GARY LARSON

Wil thhe. plese atthe Usted

Methodist Church. Morrow will intr
ao
of creating dimensional e

her
; in

For more information, call 445-2102.

Acoustics of Greg Kihn

19th annual show and sale on Saturday and Sunday

Last chance
canoe trip

.

Rubber

The Depot concerts are presented by CenterArts.
All concerts are free and open to the public.

Hobart hosts Halloween
party
For 18 years, the tradition at Hobart Galleries
has been to have the greatest Halloween party.
This year the party is being held at the Eureka
Inn
and will be a mythological
Halloween
y.
The event will benefit the Kinetic Sculpture Race.
For more information call, 725-6508.

‘Ladies Against Women’
The Berkeley-based Plutonium Players bring consciousness
lowering to Humboldt. County in
‘*Ladies
inst Women.’’
The performance is a
f of the sex-roles,
social rules and human rights of the ruling rightWw

.

‘The review will include a cooking demonstration
on how to make twinkies from scratch, a wimp test
for the men, exercises. to help ladies look
feel
" * Ladies natenst Ww Women”’ will appear at 8 p.m.
on Oct. 24 in the Kate Buchanan Rm at HSU.
For more information, call 826-4411.

geois G

r

Moliere satire pokes fun at French aristocracy with outlandish
By Vicki Kite
-

Staff

writer
If its goal was to make
French aristocracy look ridiculous, the

HSU 4S Bourpte Cente production

of *‘Le
Gentilhomme”’ succeeded.
With hyper-lavish costumes, lightly
played
catures and broad comedy
at every turn, this Moliere ‘‘comedieballet”’ as directed by Paul Hellyer is
relentless with potshots at the life and

attitudes of ‘‘people of quality.’’

Mimi Mace’s costumes and wigs
steal the show before any character
gets a chance to compete. Men and
women alike, including a musical child
prenere (Suzanne Sloop), are wearing
right satiny mishmashed materials
and
white, blonde or pinkish-red
sausage curls that sometimes hang all
a way to the floor (on the men, that
is).
Jean

Young’s

makeup,

which

puts

most everyone in white pancake, carries

out

the

same

effect,

most

e
e
e
ee

Cleonte
more

is’,

Although

;

Jourdain is su

mer

“asstie
ea
tan, » Solun
Satlin cans

war waa

like Tom Hulce pla
hy
Amadeus
inthe
film — childlike. and eager with newfound pretentions.

ne hy ceait

a play

with a

conv

plot,

he never gains self-kno

ge, but

Satlin maintains sympathy
for this
goon instead of playing him for an insufferable boor.

The rest of the cast matches him

well, whether playing
it str,
(Morri
Stewart as the suffering
Mme. Jourdain) or for laughs (Katrina Hays as a

buoyantly

smart-aleck maid

ridiculous than the
is the character

around whom this visual pageant proceeds — the cloth merchant Jourdain
(David Satlin), who wants to leave the
humility of his native bourgeois and
become an aristocrat.
The tailors — and Mace — throw the
most clashing fabrics around him until
he looks like a psychedelic patchwork
buffoon,
Mace restrains her outlandish
costumes to the upper class characters,
while Jourdain’s family, being normal,

Clin-

ton Rebik as an agile
Otto von Brunolike fencing instructor).
dance numbers. With only

however,

costun

to be

instructor (Orlando Morales).

more

fs

:

pear in this production come

Looking

i
:

Johnson 2
to the sruscotenp mete

noticeably with the quarter note
painted on the left: cheek of the music
aristocracy,

‘

e

The few awkward moments that 7

and three songs, these

in t

four dances

become

more obtrusive than if ‘“‘Le Bo
s
Gentilhomme’’
was
a full-blown

musical comedy
with production
numbers every three minutes instead of
at the end of each one-hour act.

The most successful and least obtrusive of these is the first, a spoof
double pais de deux. However, Linda
LeBarron’s choreography on each one
(including a tailors’ spoof of the paisde-deux spoof, a Turkish ennoblment
ballet and an eating orgy
counterpointed by pathetic, starving beggars)

“The Best Deal In Town”
Wash here and
Dry FREE!!
Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Every Day

5000 Valley West Center

822-1181
1642% G

street

Arcata
822—8433

Happy Hour Daily
en 7 days a week,
till. 1.1:30p.m.. Fri. & Sat..

eee

te eeeewe

eee Bee

: “Home of the Brave innm.

p.m., $2.49

cg

toed
tl 7:45 p.m.
Sense,’ * 9:30 p.m. $3
ieee: ‘Letterto Brezhnev,” 7 p.m. and
9 p.m., $2.49.

" 7:45 p.m.
9:30 p.m., $3
." 7 p.m. and

SE
ic chit: ty Tone

CA et :

rock n‘funk, 9 p.m., $3.
oe

To The Bone, rock ‘n’ roll,
cover charge.

‘n’

Youngberg’s: Patchwork, 9 p.m., no

cover
Bergie’s:

aie
$2.

Van

Wild Hare, rock n’ roll, 10

Duzer Theater, HSU:

“The

Theater, HSU:

Bourgeois Gent,” 8 p.m., $4 general, $2
students, seniors free.

Me

The

4

oder Vv
At Western
Oregon Invit., time to be announced.

Monday
Film:

Arcata:"Home of the Brave,” 7:45 and
“Stop Maki
qt —
.m. $3.

Minor:

*

p.m.

and

“Brazil,” 8:45 p.m re 49

Music:

Old

Town

.m.; $8.
Jambalaya:

Bar & Grill: Fishbone, 9
J. Wood

and

the

. 9 p.m., cover charge,

Blues

Tuesday

To have on event

Film:

=: “Home of the Brave,” 7:45 p.m.
and “Stop Making Sense,” 9:30 p. m., $3.

Arcata:Home
the se,
Brave,”
3
pam p.m.
"$30 7:45
"Stop, Makingof Sens
por
and

8:45 p.m., $2.49.

“Brazil,” eis

Minor:"After Hours,” 7 and “Brazil,”

Music:
ee

Bergie’s

re
Blue

Beckman, nD.

eens

re
Rentey

with

Thad

9

p.m.,

$1.

Jambalaya: Blue Monday,
cover charge.

Music:

Old Town Bar

ene

oe

eee

fee 6. Deadline is 4 p.m.
Friday. Remember to include dates, times, location

eo

and cost

D.J. Dance,
& Grill:

name

8 p.m., $2
rock n'roll,

as

as well

your

telephone

and

:
iy

i

—

a eae

aan

}

Complete Lunch or Dinner
CuSO
foronly $3.00
CZ.2
Regular
Teriyaki

Chicken

ee

Teriyaki
Beef
Teriyaki

“The Dating Game’”’

eeereeee $3.00

.............. oVeLEON

a eLD »- $3.00

eee

eeeeereeeeeeeeees

CS

Prizes to include a one hour limo ride
-and $25 cash

$3.00

$5.00
$5.00

$5.00
$6.50 Combo
$8.00 Double

BRS)

Frosh Groon Salads - Boor and Wine
Done sneloors, on the deck, or lake
ot lo go

Soreing Daily 14 am - 9 pn - Coffee ¥ Presets fiom 9 ain

=

applications available at Marino’s

‘Arcata

seeee

.

$5.00

All meals include rice pilaf and a fresh vegetable

Wed. Oct. 15 : 8pm

No one under 21

ee ee ee 2

Teriyaki Stir-Fried Tofu ............ veeeee + $3.00
Teriyaki Prawns ....... is CRUE veeee
+ 68450

Just like ont.v.

865 9th St.

Pork...

ee

Doubleor
Combo

ales

ol

S

Located on the BAR QLD of the HSU footbridge

CDeeSVO)
18th and G, Arcata - 822-9651 GHD
0
_—

SSO

i 1)

24: P 4

EE

5
EE

EET

ES
OP

me

er

et

ee

/

PRESIDENT PUMPKIN —

it.

Prizes 1st $125,
2nd $75, 3rd

van

$25. For more info. contact A.S. office

113

822-1404

11-5

BRING YOUR HORSE PADDOCKS — ‘4 acre
with shelters. $35, stalls $37.50. Three miles
north
of
HSU.
Stables
of the
Son
822-2190

11-5

McKINLEYVILLE — 3 bedroom, 2 bath, double
garage,

woodstove,

shop/storage

wood shed, on % acre. $69,000
839-1065 or call 444-3844.

19308-19598

building,

by owner.

Help-U-Sell

ORIGINAL

10-8

VINTAGE

CLOTHING — Women's dresses, suits, beaded

TRAVEL
BE Roulewe

NANNY
— East & West cosst

families need nannies. Rewarding

Pay,

free room

and board. No fee,

screened. For info: call Classic Personnel
(1974) 707-768-3813.

A

Lid.”

10-15

INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH
TEENAG ERS — Your help could make the dif-.
ference. To volunteer,
please call the Humboldt
County Juvenille Hall at 445-7645. Units
available.

10-8

WILL YOU HELP OUR
BETTER DAY AND A

CHILDREN HAVE A
TOMOR.

ROW? — We need your help! Please volunteer;
units may be available. Call Debbie at the boys &

to $480 weekly. Homeworkers needed for Industrial Project. Stuffing Envelopes. Six wanted.

71

Send stamped self-addressed envelope for JBK
Mailcompany, P.O. Box 25-H. Costaic, Ca.

COROLLA

— Good condition

$1,100, 12 ft. Delta Aluminum boat with
shoreline trailer $800, 6 x 8 ft. utility trailer
10-8
$350. 839-1065

FIREWOOD

CHEAP

- $69 and up. Oak and

Madrone. Ory or green. Purchase any amount.
Located 7 minutes from HSU. Call anytime for in10-29
formation recordina. 839-2829

GOT TO SEEL 69 — Volvo great body no rust.
Runs well.

tioning
444-8362

18 to 23 mpg, automatic, air condi-

FM cassette.

$1200-Sue
10-17

OVATION 12-‘STRING MODEL 1115 — Absolutely beautiful with hard case. A true musicians dream answered for only $450. Call
826-2613 evenings
10-15

91310

10-12

$60 PER HUNDRED PAID — for remailing let-

Volunteers

need

Brian

Count

and

envelope

stuffing.

Call

Mark

443-1708

10-8

STUDY GROUP FORMING — on writing of G.I.
Gurdjieff.

Those

seriously

interested

Howard at 443-9855 after 7 p.m.

Lumberjack
Classifieds

INCOME — for part time home

assembly work. For info. call 312-741-8400,
Ext. 1819
10-29
FREE

penses paid including meals motel, and neg.
fee. Please contact Marty at No. Al Campus

build.

Reward.

10-8

TO

THE

CREW

— We

UNKNOWN

CHARMIN

your thoughtfuiness

but we'd rather have it on the roll. Revenge is our

16-8

is, Chris, have a good one. Welcome to the age
of indiscretion.
Love, Phoebe.

HEY SUSHIof a field trip.

We've seen ‘What the ----" |

and

that

was

it. +The

WANTED: — Goodlooking,

adventurous

man

who enjoys excitement and is willing to share

call

10-8

Research

female.

ACCURATE

term

papers,

SERVICES.
2-4

LESSONS: —Iearn

all

the

techniques. Easy to learn and advance quickly.
instructor has taught harmonica at College of the
Wes
fee.
Reasonable
Siskiyous.

443-5222

ee

and take it to

For Lumberjack reference only:

the University

Name
—

___.for yours today! __ datestoan

;

Signed,

Patiently

Waiting,

P.O.

312, Arcata

theses,
dissertations
APA),
accurate format, also resumes.
out with clarity and proportion.
Call
grammar
are available.

LORNA’s for FAST,
442-4926.

HARMONICA

Papers,

only $2

Ticket Office

TA

van, pick-up or (car-will rent U-haul oneway) to
accompany me to Portland during a weekend to
collect my belongings from storage. All ex-

25 words —
or less for

Fill out the
adjacent form

29.

TRIP — | am looking for person with a

Services

Supervisor, Canvassing, research voter registration,

Sept.

funtimes with attractive, sensuous, spontaneous

to elect

Parker

Monday

622-4611.

OCT. 6, NOV. 2? — Whenever your 18th B-day

reports
(MLA
presented in an
Tables are laid
Readers
for

Democrat

LOST 121N GOLD CHAIN — with an charm

EXCELLENT

Lumberjack Days Ticket Booth! Sign-up in A.S.
Business Office, NHE 112
10-8
Drilling

ES?

108

only goal. The Happy House.

TYPING:

POLITICAL!

CRRRES SSOET

ters from home! Send self-addressed, stamped
envelope
for
information-application.
Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle, NJO7203 12-3

WORK STUDY STUDENTS — needed to work

Anti-Oil

TO

5 p.m., NHE 116

$60 PER 100 ENVELOPES STUFFED - $240

Opportunities
GET

Ti

girls clubof Humboldt
County at 442-9142 11-5

sweaters, furs, long and short coats, hats
jewelry and sunglasses. Mens sutis, trench
coats, shirts, hats and double pleated pants, call
10-29
DRESS TO KILL 622-7455.

TOYOTA

_—

i

from Northtown walk west on 17th to J; then turn
right and walk on J to the Greenwood Chapel.

:

10-8

:

EPISCOPALIANS
— 1928 PRAYER BOOK

HOLY COMMUNION
- Sundays at 11 am.

.
e:

10-15

Box
10-8

EXACTLY HOW — will the conflict between
Christians, Jews and Mosiems be resolved? For
new insights into an old problem, send SASE to
P.O. Box 706, Trinidad, Ca. 95570, The
Aquarian Center for World Peace

10-8

ATTENTION
TRACY BUELL — Please contact
Mrs. Buell at Aunt Elma’s in Denver
(303)321-1979. Call collect. Anyone who
info. on Tracy, please call collect

114-5

YOU'RE NUMBER TWO — (or you could

be).

in filing the position of A.S. Vice President, com-

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS — is taking applications for the position of A.S. Vice-President.
Any
sutdent wishing to be appointed to this position
should submit an application to A.S, President
Terr) Carbaugh, nelson Hall East Room 112.

plete with annual stipend of $1360. Good
communication skills preferred. Apply at Nelson Hall _

Deadline

alcohol of 151 me

for

applications

is

10/22/86

at

§

East, Am. 112. Deadline: § p.m. Oct. 22.

10-22

CONFUSIOUS SAY
— Woman who inhale

Jane

;

ee

a

bad

oy ee.

Gee

Ae

1981 LP is hardly
o-date.
Russis not mae well versed ie

Th

music, and least five former DJs in the area are.
Finally, I am
Ser ere weed
cess for directors is

taken out of the

of

HHae | li

: 3 é

5

:3

The Lumberjack and
ously KHSU took the
hint and cha
d their discriminatory hiring system

cof 525%

in all aspects.
and what else can I judge
politics necessary just to get a
SU. What does exist is a
group of supportive people with established
and guidelines which, if followed, afford
an opportunity
to go on the air.
ribes and vendettas such as those presented
reflect more about the character of the
about the issue or institution so vilified.

Derral Campbell

Trinidad

!

4

a
;

Residents ripping off themselves?
Editor:
Thanks for the press coverage. However, in
reference to David Montesino’s article regarding
maintenance in the residence halls, several facts
were incorrectly stated.
c——_

Oh darn, those poor people
at KHSU were hurt
by my recent letter. Well, folks, if you can’t take
the criticism, what the hell are you doing working at
a state-owned facility? That’s right, state-owned.
KHSU is housed in a state building, most of the
salaries and operating expenses are paid by the state
(with the very little remaining coming from the
Associated Students and private donations) and
accounting
services are provided by the
Associated Students Business Office. So don’t cry
too loud.
It’s funny that Gene Biggins resorts to the same
name-calling he accuses me of, with one exception
ee
ee
one neat
test ond can Se
checked
out. This year’s program director is the
manager’s hous emate. How is this insulting

i

Mike Briggs

Education graduate candidate

a. $370
Sunset

KHSU critic strikes
back

;a

before it was
for them. Unfortunately, The
Lumberjack has not.
So is my argument just an ‘‘obsolete little
squeak’’ as Biggins claims? I think not. I have
received comments of widespread support from
current and former KHSU DJs, and I have, at least
indirectly, had a part in the station’s hierarchy
move to change discriminatory hiring practices. I
think that’s quite significant. It seems the only people upset » a
are those in the group in
power at KHSU.
Too bad.

an Tne teak upus the definition), » andand i it was

month is incorrect for Redwood and
s. That
figure is the room and board rate

edwood

and Sunset halls have

no singles.

b. Of the 68 rooms in Sunset and 48 in Redwood
having damage from last year’s residents, to date all
but four have been repaired. Two room doors and
two carpets remain to be replaced.

c.

Last

year,

residents

stole

$3,000

from

themselves by using copy center tokens to activate

the washers and dryers. We were forced to spend
another $3,000 to replace all coin slides with ones in
which the tokens would not work.

This semester some Redwood
and Sunset
residents have vandalized these new coin slides to
get a free wash. There is an adequate number of
machines for the population if they could all be
working.

We do not send machines back to the manufacturer. We order parts and repair them on the spot.
d.
There
are
three
assistants, not five.

student

maintenance

Serena
saceee cae"
aeeeeet bee on
on ‘Willen! eaducting this chmiae to mice
all, the program director receives a more thar

e. Redwood and Sunset received $42,000 worth
of new lounge furniture last year, not new coverings.

yours.
And I, for one, do not want my
fees to go into a system which discriminates
and

Director of housing and food services

tag

hed foal stipend from the A.S. That money is

Harland Harris

American values insane
Editor:

The position
was

a

eer.

a hand in

took the position

te

supc

m

the rules

to be filled
by a
er conveniently

after he

are numerous
other ex-

The schizophrenic adopts a subjective realit
because that is the only reality that makes sense in :
world of distorted
values. His or her action
ares a

Sane response to an insane world.

RD Laine
I propose the fact that a man like Ronald Reagan

elected president is a result of a fundamental flaw in

our value system — not the values we profess to

hold dear to our hearts, but the values that
we as a
—
—— in word = deed.
a
ion, we pro
to value life, which im-

plies ‘‘being.’’ However,

merce,

Be

who

do

Instead, we value ‘‘having’’

because of our economic bent.

Pace
strat din seas

Editor:

An
letter to President Reagan.
Dear
Mr. President:
Let me be the first to congratulate
you on one of
the most remarkable accomplishments of your
dency.
I realizeit must not have been
an easy task, but as
I’m sure you realize already, you and the rest of
your accomplished administration have successfully
tied the tongue and secured the limbs of the most
concerned and able body of protest in this nation:
the students. Congratulations on a job well done.
Mr. President, you must be exceedi
with what has become possible as a result
of this
voicelessness on the ot of the students. What
other president would
have been able to destroy the
meaning of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution by fostering a witchhunt for recreational drug
users, and by creating a national hysteria over drug
use — just in time for a national election which is so
important to your party, and without any real protest by the student element.
My god! You would think these students had
been stoned into submission.

But, Mr. President, the drug issue is not the only
one you’ve been allowed to push without the sharp
voice of student protest calling out. The list of your
atrocious acts is long:
You’ve been allowed to support a worthless and
repulsing government in South Africa.
No student voice has pressured you on -your
repugnant habit of wasting trillions of tax dollars
on your ‘‘Star Wars’’ plan, so as to further accelerate the arms race.
And most horrifying and distasteful, Mr. President,

is your

commitment

to building

more

and

more missles that can only be used in adherance to a
—. that allows for
destruction of millions of
ives and civilizations — and again, with no real
protest on the part of the student voice.
Mr. President, you are a remarkable man.
I do feel the need, however, to temper this hearty
seneeanee. Mr. President, with one note of
warning.
The body and voice of the student can be repressed for only a limited time. History
points this out.
Although I doubt any effort on. the part of the
government will be useful, I suggest the government
prepare itself for the eventual uprising of the student body.
It will occur.

You are very lucky, Mr. President. It will not be
you who will be forced to confront the wrath of an
unchained body. It will be one of the presidents
after you who will have to deal with the situation.
But for now, feel confident and pleased, for you
have achieved the unprecedented.
Tom Wark
Arcata

we are a nation of com-

8 nation of profit-oriented people

ue ‘‘being.’’

Have a coke and a smile, Ron

ne

A pervasive value of ‘‘having,’’ however,
presents a problem — someone else might want
what we have. At this point, force becomes of value
+ the force to
what we have.
And conformity, is .the,.bedfellow of, f

because, in’ Odér to "protect what: we, haye,, there, ;

Letters to the editor are accepted from everyone.
Letters should be typewritten or ainted ead no
more than 350 words. All letters must be signed and
are subject to editing. Include street address, cit
and ge eae ane ane ka Should also inclu
year in sc
ior.
Letters are not returnable. Deadline for submitt
letters to The

sesame biceamamee
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Other option etter
than total alcohol «
a
cose
Orie

| eS
weeping prohi

islators saw
on the

That was just swell. What followed was

the eo

ee

7

wah ych of drinking

on

and

the

in back-alley

death

of

m

us alcohol.

—

tion worked so well it was
egauek 1h ease later.
Now HSU's a
history, praaa ng to
i ts oa collective
tive c cheek on ens

make

Redwood

and

Sunset halls non-

str.
othe administration
is also threatening to
ban alcohol from campus ‘‘spectator
events.’? Both bans are expected to be implemented in January.
It’s true alcohol can dangerously affect
the lives of young persons. It’s also true,
however, that blanket bans on ee

pet 8 work — remember the 18th
ment
What administrators need to realize is
the roots of the problem are more social
pressures and stressed environments than
availability of alcohol.
A more long-lasting solution to curbing
student alcoho eae is the establishment
of an intensive abuse-awareness

program

in the halls — at least then students can
reasonably base a decision for themselves,
wismout 8it having been made for them.
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‘‘In

this

mouthful

of

country,

everyone

education,

but

gets

a

scarcely

anyone a full meal,’’ a little-known writer

named Theodore Parker once said.

-

That phrase could be no more fitting
anywhere than in the California State
University system.

When the CSU Board of Trustees last
year adopted regulations for stiffer admissions requirements to CSUs,
voted for
educational discrimination
. smallschool students and
disad-

vantaged students.

Because

pa

mostly

i

of

limited
o
the

budgets,

cat

the

forgets

that

'

ens students, which
imatel
cent of the
a,
students, Or
wll be increasingly hurt
090
tougher requirements.

Not only do many minorities
lack the
munity colless sonia "Te Gaus a
munity Te
are
areas
education is not fore
ly im-..
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“We

Student Congress.

the same thing happens here (at HSU) with

ana Snare”alr

Sey Pn hai

la

and

Ri

here

want to inform and mobilize

enrollment,”’

minority

with

said. ‘We feel those issues tie in directly

what’s h
en more rise

in South Africa.”
erstwhile radicals forming a

-lit. semi-circle around
saan ho

up on the

granite

McKinley’s

Allyn was the

statue,

first to step

um.

Oly

Areas night Dy and

fror ha routing

etition

—

reveling and sometimes-into

Stas — of

|

:.

ted

. be
) is bullshit. Weicsshould—_
v1] think this (aparto theid
emat
math
stop it,’’
all we can

doing

eet
it’s liiing tbe
.
what’ 5 clthat there’sthik
rouble th South

Geoffple

suth Africa.
know a thing or two about
, should
science major
political
19-year-old
T
h
e
.
was arrested in South Africa this summer while
for various organizations, inyorking as an activist
the United Democratic Front and the
uding

sear

norant people know
should be stopped.’’
Africa that
t have been mute, however, were
The point
of speakers and
number
the
it not for
experienced the
had
who
nt
prese
demonstrators
hand.
first
a
Afric
South
of
social ittequities
much, and
too
it
about
think
really
“You don’t
about it in
ng
talki
lly
actua
one
some
hear
then you
front of your face and using words like ‘slaughter.’
It really makes you think,”’ undeclared freshman
Karen McGirr said.
Ray Reed and Roots Cultrure came to Arcata last
Api from Ethiopia, intending to spread awareness
of the racial injustice of South Africa across the
country.
With Roots pounding on a resonant pair of conga
drums, Reed rekindled the Chant for South Africa,
injecting

anecdotes of altruism between charged au-

dience choruses of ‘‘Stop

Apartheid.”’

“EFet me remind you that charity begins at home

and is spread abroad,” sang Reed.
“Stop apartheid.”’

ray

was on sabbatical last February through
Allyn
June in South Africa. He related the incident of a
woman who was captured and beaten by inSouth
the

‘““Doesn’t justice stand for all? Why can’t every
man in every nation be free?’’ Reed sang. ‘‘What’re

reformist African National ae.
Allyn decried ‘‘the past four

“From every mountain side let freedom ring —
free at last, free at last. Woe will be to your macho,

African police for her alleged involvement

of racism’’

ih South Africa, od Taohee & Higave wate Me yerineg

South Africa durin
2,200 blacks had been killed in
the last two years.
_ “The violence did not begin with blacks or with

the Russians, but with the violence of the apartheid

,”” Allyn said.
“it is easy for those in a democratic society to
view non-violent ways as the best way to change,

but blacks don’t enjoy freedom

and justice —

you gonna do?”’

“Stop apartheid.”

ego, Perce your hate. It won’t be long, and then
it will be your day,” sang Reed.
“Stop apartheid.”

“One me and one you and one spirit flowing
through,”” Reed chanted. ‘Your body and our
body stick together only in the spirit of being loved.
I'll be loving ae
apart

.

With the clouded breath from 170 warming lungs
encircling McKinley, another you-should-not-seeker balanced the emotional
the-sights-I’ve-seen
political convictions of
the
nding
expou
by
chanting
those “fighting to unseat the ruling, apartheidwhite majority.
i
true that it’s a racist war. It’s not in“it’s

tended to push the white man to the sea. To provide

freedom and equality to peed ge om of South Africa
Emmanuel Serngbe, a
— that’s the objective,”
and a member of the
native
,
Africa
West
ent.
movem
Justice in Africa
“The ANC (African National Congress) cannot
fight racism with racism. It must fight a class struggle, not a race struggle — waging war against the
apartheid regime, not against the white people,”
White agreed, saying there was a ‘holocaust in
the making in South Africa” unless the government
structure was changed. He said the Reagan administration had aligned itself with a ‘‘racist
government.”’
Nevertheless, students and community members
became brothers and sisters in arms as they
demonstrated strong support for solidarity with the
South African oppressed.
And although the times might indeed have ’a
changed from the counterculture activism of the
and early '70s, the pervasive support for
Y
a surprising number of
solidarity and peace
common accusation
e
h
t
nger students belied
cally and socially
politi
are
today
students
rge turnout

pases s lot of positive, progressive energy,” Mur-

during

a ome

‘

:

‘+A lot of the campus radicals aren’t here. | see a

at all. That’s
don’t recognize
,
rebuilding.
we’re
—
real positive
lot of students here

sons at the
Murray said the number of
phy of acphiloso
a
e
masne
partially
ion
demonstrat
ue egoism — lattivism he callin progeeonive
onto a single issue.
ching
“We need to forget the specifics of the issues and
et to the underlying thing — that people are not
ing treated like equal human bei s,”’ he said.
“We need to realize that what we’re al working on
is social justice.”’
Murray Would have gotten no argument from the
diehard demonstrators Saturday, whose purpose
to Elpusan was to “‘carry the symbolic
according
waves to the rest of the world.”
like
e
helps,’’ environmental
bit of
little
‘Every
Scott Keith said.
law and philosophy senior

